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Overview
Eco-friendly energy development is currently under way around
the world in technology and research. The biggest reason is that
the amount of fossil fuels is limited and will be exhausted at
some point. Environmentalists see the limit of fossil fuels as
between 50 and 200 years. And humans always have a need to
find alternative energy means.
The VMS project was born with the idea that it would be nice to
be able to make payments with coins mined in a moving car. In
addition, a mining system was established through electric
vehicles using electricity, an eco-friendly material. We have
created a revolutionary product and system that can mine virtual
currency by fundamentally solving the electricity problem of the
mining computer.
Users can naturally promote environmental protection while
promoting economic growth through environmental protection
and mining systems. Awareness of environmental protection is
growing around the world. Also, the need for electric vehicles as
an alternative means is always mentioned around the world.
As the necessity and importance of eco-friendly energy increases,
not only individual awareness but also the world is paying
attention.
The VMS project prioritizes environmental protection by allowing
users to utilize electricity, which is an eco-friendly energy. At the
same time, we are aiming for a direction in which investment
connection can be made by directly proceeding with the mining
of virtual currency, which is increasing in value.
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About VMS Project Team
The VMS project team was the first to understand the problem of
the reality that electric vehicles are not popularized due to high
prices, although electric vehicles are widely distributed. Based on
this problem, it was a project that started with the idea that you
can make payments by mining in a moving car, and built a VMS.
VMS stands for Vehicle Mining System. It is the world's first
patent application, trademark application, and design application.
Vehicle is a word that means “vehicle, the thing people drive with,
means of transport” and includes commonly known automobiles,
yachts, and bicycles.
The VMS utilizes the power from the generators it generates to
power the mining computers. Through this, it is an innovative
product that can mine coins by fundamentally solving the
electrical problem of the mining computer, and the project team
operates it.
The VMS project team has a secure system that is transacted with
coins, a blockchain technology. And by connecting the electric
problem of the mining computer to the vehicle, the electric
problem was also solved. Through this technology, many people
use VMS Coin and use a vehicle equipped with VMS. Through
this, we hope for the development of the project so that it can be
changed to a life of production rather than a life of consumption.
Currently, it has international and US patents for a cryptocurrency
mining system for vehicles. It aims to popularize, not limited to
technology development, so that many users can create a life of
production.
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Current Market
Cryptocurrency market growth
Recent long-term projections suggest that the price of Bitcoin will
hit $100,000 by the middle of 2022 and then hit $200,000 by the
end of 2030. Cryptocurrency has already become a target for
investment rather than speculation, and institutional investors'
funds continue to flow in. In the long term, there may be a midterm correction, but growth can be sustained. Such growth can be
an investment simply by holding virtual currency.

Market change from car sales to car sharing
The size of the global car sharing market is projected to reach
$3.3 trillion by 2040. As the self-driving car-led car calling business
is in full swing, it is estimated that the core business of the
automobile industry will shift from new car sales to car sharing. In
line with the changing market, it can be seen that the number of
users who can maintain the sharing system rather than sales is
increasing.

Heavy truck market
Commercial truck growth is currently valued at $19.47 billion in
2020. And it is expected to reach $28.54 billion in 2026, showing a
CAGR of about 7.34% over the forecast period (2021-2026). Based
on the size and growth potential of the heavy truck market, the
introduction of the VMS vehicle mining system can guarantee
scalability and profitability.
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Market Problem
The most prominent problem in the current market is the price
of the mining system and mining machine. Even if ordinary users
conduct mining individually, it is difficult to bring real income or
benefits with only insufficient results.
Above all, the size of the mining rig and the generated power
and heating are always considered as problems to be solved. In
addition to these problems, the price of a general mining
machine is expensive, so it has a problem that it is difficult to
apply it in real life.
Users are always looking for an easy, simple, and efficient
solution. This also applies to the mining system and it is
necessary to quickly find the accessibility of users, but it is
difficult to find in general mining machines.
It also offers a tax credit of up to $12,500 on electric vehicle
purchases in the United States. The maintenance cost is cut in
half, and various benefits are expected to pour in. However, it is
not easy to purchase an electric vehicle that is formed at a high
price.
The problems that cannot be popularized, the fact that it is
difficult for general users to keep up with the annual increase in
car sharing and large truck market share, and there are
limitations in time and cost with individual methods and
methods.
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Solutions
In addition to the price aspect of electric vehicles operated by
eco-friendly energy, there are many stories about performance in
the public. The VMS project team is developing with a focus on
power generation and activation as well as processes that can
increase the performance of the vehicle.
If Tesla vehicle owners, the representative electric vehicles, attach
a cryptocurrency vehicle mining computer, a profit of $800 is
generated per month. Even if the period of operation for the
initial electric vehicle purchase is set to about 10 years, the value
of the part that can be converted into profit is very high.
In addition, as the value of virtual currency increases,
expectations for future prospects grow. Users can purchase
electric vehicles, but if the initial cost reduction through vehicle
sharing and the attachment of a vehicle mining computer are
carried out through cooperative companies in each country, the
mining system can be operated easily and conveniently.
Projects with electric vehicle manufacturers are converted into
greater profits for users who drive long distances as well as
supply vehicles in each country. Transportation and vehicles are
an indispensable part of the current market, and the current
state of having more than one vehicle per household is linked to
the activation of the mining system.
Negative perceptions of electric vehicles were only 27.6%. At a
time when stability and popularization are secured, many people
want to purchase an electric car. It is very likely to become
popular when the shortage of electric charging stations and
electric charging times are resolved.
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Project Description

Engine - Generator – Inverter
When the engine is running, the engine and the generator
connected by the belt run at the same time.
The generator is connected to the battery and serves to power
all the electrical systems of the vehicle through the accumulated
energy.
The inverter is connected to the + and - of the battery and
serves to convert DC 24V from the battery to AC 110V.
(The inverter uses a maximum capacity of 300W.)
The engine starts the generator and the generator supplies 24V
power to the inverter. The inverter receives DC 24V and converts
it to AC 110V. It is the first stage in which the generator is
started in a sequential system.
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Project Description

Mining computer system
The mining computer is operated by receiving AC 110V power
from the inverter in the engine room. The mining computer is
installed in the trunk of the car and a power line suitable for
110V 3,000W is installed from the engine room to the trunk. The
hash value is determined according to how many GPUs are
installed in the mining computer.
The hash value is interpreted as the same meaning as the ability
to mine. In the case of electric vehicles, there is a difference in
free space depending on the vehicle, and if the trunk of the car
is wide, multiple GPUs can be installed. A minimum of 1 and a
maximum of 12 can be installed.
Through an aluminum rack, it is made light and strong against
impact to increase durability and lower heat. The amount of
mining is divided according to the number of GPUs installed,
and a large amount of GPU installation leads to an increase in
the amount of mining.
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Project Description

Monitoring display
Mining information mined from the mining computer can be
viewed through the display of the dashboard. It is basically a 12inch touch screen. In addition to mining information, it is linked
with mobile devices via Bluetooth. Users can check the mining
status and all other information.
The display is connected to the central server in real time
through a hotspot and has a role to monitor various information.
If the network is established and the mainnet is connected, then
real-time transactions, transaction volume, and mining amount
can be checked.
Except for the monitoring of the display, the additional functions
are the same as those of the existing electric vehicle system, and
the additional functions may vary depending on the vehicle
development status.
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Project Description

Central server
Coins mined from each vehicle's mining computer are gathered
in a central server. The central server converts the mined mining
into VMS Coin issued by the company and sends it to the
customer's coin wallet in the vehicle. It automatically manages
the customer's coin account, such as customer member
management, coin wallet, and monthly payment status.
The central server is shared through the connected hotspot
display in the vehicle. The system of the central server has builtin security based on blockchain, and the ledger can be shared
with transparency, so users can view and check it at any time.
A central server with perfection helps users to efficiently mine
productivity through stability and real-time mining status. Based
on the information recorded on the central server, users can
check their mining status and use services using VMS Coin.
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VMS Coin
‘VMS Coin’ can mine cryptocurrency using the power generated
by driving a vehicle. Normal cryptocurrency mining operations
are carried out in building structures called mining fields. In the
fixed mining system, a cooling system or ventilation system must
be additionally built to cool the heat generated in a large
amount in a fixed place, and there is also a risk of fire if effective
heat dissipation is not achieved.
A vehicle-driven mining mining system is a stable mining system
that compensates for these shortcomings. The power consumed
is provided by the operation of the electric vehicle and supports
the interworking of the mining computer system, display, and
central server. Mining is carried out only when authentication is
successful through the user authentication process, and it is also
possible to prevent the cryptocurrency obtained by mining from
being incorrectly paid to others.
The owner of 'VMS Coin' can invest in projects and trade on
virtual asset exchanges through the coins they have as an
investment operator. In addition, since it has a value as a
cryptocurrency and can be swapped with other coins, there is a
variety of uses.
It is ‘VMS Coin’ that guarantees a stable mining system and can
promote the value increase of virtual currencies that are rising in
value. Afterwards, it is possible to link to the payment method of
the electric vehicle charging system due to the increase in users.
It can directly affect various platforms, and its value as a virtual
currency also increases.
The mining concept of existing virtual currency has been
developed by fusion with actual use, and users are built to
contribute to the ecosystem by operating an electric vehicle
equipped with a vehicle-driven mining mining system. In
addition, it is possible for service users to use platform services
that allow cryptocurrency payment methods other than mining
systems.
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VMS Coin
Purchasing and holding ‘VMSCoin’
Users who purchase and hold can produce coins of the same
value through swap, and can expect a variety of real-world uses
with the increase of service platforms. Basically, in the case of an
electric vehicle charging system through VMS Coin, various
benefits can be supported.
Participant ‘Reward’
Even if you do not operate an electric vehicle equipped with a
vehicle-driven mining mining system, VMS Coin will reward
participants who have investment and stake in the mining
system operated by vehicle rental. Considering the increase in
users at a time when it is being replaced by the electric vehicle
era, an increase in actual users can be expected.

‘VMS Coin’ is paired with local currency to have asset value.
Changes in quantity and market price according to the VMS
mining status are calculated through the API for the average
price of virtual asset exchanges around the world.
The increase in users can maintain the ecosystem and increase
the value of VMS Coin.The service platform that is expanded
after that is expanded based on the mining mining system and
provides more practicality and benefits to real users. It provides
users with easier and more convenient access to the mining
system and provides investment in future value to holdings and
investors.
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VMS Coin Ecosystem
The ecosystem of VMS Coin can be used for existing financial
transactions and notarization by using blockchain-based Smart
Contract. It is also possible to expand the network through
token swaps. It has ease of use, and both buyers and sellers can
use the simple and convenient Payment application.
Users will have convenience and economy in a structure that
allows them to obtain investment and profits for virtual currency
just by mining VMS Coin. Currently, the high transmission speed
through the P2P network and the structure that allows
transactions without intermediary lower unnecessary costs. In
addition, P2P Payment remittance and exchange are carried out
through its own VMS system. It has the speed of the service
itself, and the display system can immediately check the current
mining status of the user.
Because it is a blockchain-based system, it has both stability and
transparency. It is impossible to forge and even if it is lost, it is
possible to recover the card even if it is lost through the linked
wallet of the mining machine installed in the vehicle. Anyone can
use it, and the ledger can also be viewed. Direct verification is
also possible because all the transaction participants share the
ledger.
As a swap system that VMS Coin has, its use in other networks is
also limitless. An increase in the number of users leads to an
increase in the amount of mining and expansion of service
availability. As the era of electric vehicles expands, the mining
system that includes VMS Coin mining becomes a driving force
for productivity.
Through this system, an ecosystem is built and activated all over
the world, and users are considered to participate in ecosystem
maintenance even if they lead their daily lives. The VMS
ecosystem, which is naturally integrated into real life and built,
has high stability.
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VMS Value Managemetnt
The VMS project has a systematic process and project success
direction, and presents the direction of value increase for VMS
Coin users and investors.
Payment Platform
Payment can be made with mined coins, and conversion to VMS
Coin is also possible. It is affiliated with a local strategic partner
and provides services through close connection with banks,
capitals, and loan companies.
Listed on the exchange
Through the disclosure of virtual currency, it will be listed mainly
on stable and reliable exchanges. Since transactions are made
with virtual currencies such as BTC, ETH and USDT, anyone in the
world can participate in the project regardless of the border and
become a participant through distribution.
Coin Value Rise
It increases the coin value through continuous business base
expansion, brand strengthening, and marketing, and can confirm
the increase in investment value through payment of stock
shares in the investment business according to the amount of
coins held or repurchasing coins as business profits.
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VMS Value Managemetnt
VMS (Vehicle Mining System) is currently applying for an
international patent (PCT) and a US patent as a cryptocurrency
mining system for vehicles. The international patent application
system according to the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT) has the
effect of filing a domestic application for all or part of the PCT
member countries with a single application, and this means that
the cryptocurrency mining system of VMS is patentable in each
country. has been recognized for its credibility.
The value of VMS is a guarantee that it can be created as a
stable asset of the electric vehicle mining system that is being
developed starting with the patent application. Users avoid
investing in blockchain-related projects without doubt and
confidence.
VMS is the driving force to proceed with the project to show
genuine results to these general users and to further increase
the value of VMS. Starting with the cryptocurrency mining
system, the foundation expands its business base and proceeds
with other projects applicable to real life.
The advantages of the cryptocurrency mining system and the
increase in value and expansion of business are guaranteed in
the direction of project growth. As the demand for electric
vehicles supported by the government increases significantly in
each country, domestic and foreign demand and the increase in
rental demand will further increase the value of the mining
system through the mining computer.
The cryptocurrency mining system for vehicles, which expands
based on the expansion and convenience of users, has become
common and applied to real life in the era of electric vehicles.
The VMS Foundation establishes a foundation through patent
applications and prepares for project growth and success.
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VMS Coin Allocation

Token Symbol : VMS
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Team & Advisor
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Andy Park
- VMS USA Inc CEO
- WABABA GROUP Inc CEO
- KTOWN WORLD LLC CEO
- GMG USA CTO

Sam Kim
- VMS USA Inc CMO

Jayden Kim
- MEDIA PLUS KOREA CEO
- LK PLANET KOREA CEO
- LK PLANET USA CEO

Jymin Kim
- Junior developer
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Road Map

Road Map
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Legal Notice and Disclaimer
This white paper is written for reference purposes to provide the
prospects and future direction of VMS in detail to those who are
interested in the VMS project. Please note that this white paper
is not written for the purpose of recommending investment in
the VMS Foundation and the project, and is completely
unrelated to investment.
Legal notice
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1.

Nothing in this white paper represents or guarantees accuracy to
you. If you refer to this white paper in your decision-making
actions, you must clearly state that the results are entirely at your
discretion, regardless of profit or loss.

2.

Even if damages, losses, debts or other damages occur to you as
a result of using this white paper, the VMS team will not be liable
for compensation or other compensation.

3.

As of the time of writing, this white paper was distributed only
for VMS and related general reference purposes. And it may be
reviewed and revised later. It should be noted that this white
paper reflects the latest information at the time of writing and is
not the final version. The information described in this document,
such as VMS's business operations and financial status, may
change after this version. It should be noted that this white paper
may be updated from time to time.

4.

This white paper should not under any circumstances be
construed as an offer to sell or purchase coins from distributors
and companies that are VMS issuers. In addition, the presentation
of this white paper or the white paper itself should not be used
as a basis for or relied on for contract and investment decisions.
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Legal Notice and Disclaimer
5.

This white paper was created for the purpose of reference for
providing specific information for those who are interested in the
VMS project. In other words, this white paper is not intended to
advise you to invest in VMS. Therefore, nothing in this white
paper is considered as a guideline or recommendation for
investment.

6.

The content of this white paper is not used as an important
element for the contract. It will not be affected by any future
contracts or transactions. An important purpose of writing the
white paper is to provide basic information about VMS to
potential investors, partner organizations, and customers, and to
provide information on future progress to assist in making
decisions regarding the use of the VMS platform.

7.

This white paper may be translated into other languages, and the
content may not be accurately conveyed in the process. The
development process will also be continuously improved, and if
there is a discrepancy with the contents of the white paper
during the introduction and implementation of the technology,
the implementation of the technology takes precedence over the
contents of the white paper.

8.

The information contained in this white paper has not been
reviewed, tested or approved by any regulatory authority. This
document cannot be reproduced or distributed in whole or in
part in countries or regions where the VMS coin issuance method
specified in this white paper is regulated or prohibited.

9.

Distribution or dissemination of this White Paper in whole or in
part may be prohibited or restricted by the laws or regulatory
requirements of any jurisdiction. If any restrictions apply, you
should familiarize yourself with the restrictions that may be
applied by the legal notices in this white paper. VMS Coin and
VMS asset management affiliates are not responsible for this.

The VMS project team has written this white paper based on the
legitimate rights. And we do not guarantee that the rights of
third parties are not infringed, that the white paper is
commercially valuable or useful, that it is suitable for the
achievement of the specific purpose of the white paper, or that
the content of the white paper is free from errors.
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